MAD APE
TOURNAMENT
WHITEPAPER
v. 1.1

INTRO.
Mad Ape Tournament NFTs are collectible digital art
pieces that also function as fun, Non Fungible Tokens for
you to collect. These NFTs were created as art pieces
intended for people to enjoy by collecting (not as a nancial
instrument). Our Collection comes with unique utilities that
are fun additions to owning the Art Collectible
Main utility is that a Mad Ape Tournament NFT grants
holder the exclusive access to a competitive RPG game
where a limited number of players enter with the goal to
dethrone the Mad Ape King and to become the new king.
We need the collection to be fully sold out in order to
afford the game development and have the prize funds to
hold the tournament
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The tournament will be held in stages. First alpha, then
beta, then v.1.0. Prize pool chest will be progressively
higher. Meaning alpha will likely start at 10ETH. More for
beta and rest for the v.1.0. This makes sense as nothing is
perfect right away, and we'll have to iron out bugs, x
glitches and balance the gameplay

Should the collection fully sell out, the total
tournament's prize pool across alpha, beta and v.1.0.
releases is planned at 100ETH
The exact distributions will be decided later, most likely
after the alpha phase
Only holders of the Mad Ape Tournament NFTs will be
eligible to enter.
The collection consists of 10,000 unique mad ape
NFTs inspired by games, anime, meme, pop culture and
obviously the other top monkey-based collections
Each Mad Ape is unique and is generated procedurally
based on hundreds traits. Some have rare traits and few are
1/1 editions
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A Mad Ape NFT costs 0.077ETH

The tournament will be a PvE ladder where players
climb up by beating NPCs.
Final boss is the Mad Ape King.
First person to beat the Mad Ape king will be the winner
of the rst tournament and will become the new Mad Ape
King.
If the game becomes sustainable, we might run these
tournaments in seasons
Tournament alpha version starts Q1 2022.
Goal is the get the game out ASAP and to not get stuck
in ‘polishing’ limbo where it is never good enough
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We expect to launch the alpha by Feb 2022

 


 


GAME.

Click on the image to open the gameplay teaser Youtube video.

Each Mad Ape will have a set of properties such as
health, mana, vitality, strength, dexterity, intelligence as well
as speci c attacks, defences and magic spells.
These properties will be based on visual traits. Rare
and 1/1 ones will have more favourable properties, but
balance - to avoid pay to win scenarios.
Some NPCs will have a % chance of dropping loot.
Loot might be anything from potions to restore your mad
ape stats during the battle to weapons, shields, magic
spells
Even if somebody obviously is behind in the ladder,
they still can loot for potions and exchange them, as players
up in the ladder will need them.
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Another potential game mechanic is to lend your Mad
Ape NFT to other players to play.

We’ve witnessed complex mechanisms arise in
trailblazer NFT games like Axie In nity. In which there are
levels of participation.
Potentially as the hodler you can simply nd managers
who have roasters of players available to do the daily
grinding.
Gameplay is turn based. Player has a number of
minions that can take part in a battle against the NPC.
One minion can be summoned at once. You can swap
your minions at any time.
In general this is kind of similar to pokemon types of
games, like Monster Galaxy.
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Speci cs will obviously change along the way, but this
is the rough draft

ROYALTY.
We’ll be taking a small royalty percentage from
collection’s secondary sales.
We think the best way to ensure we’re interested
beyond selling out the collection is if we have ‘skin in the
game’
Meaning we as collection developers have to make
money from secondary sales in order to be interested in its
success
We think the game can be the strongest driver of
success and popularity for Mad Ape hodlers and for us as
developers.
Yet the caveat is we have to sell out the whole
collection in a reasonable timeframe after the public mint in
order to have enough budget for game dev and tournament
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If that’s not the case we’ll solely focus on generic ways
like in uencer marketing, merch, etc

Discord
https://discord.gg/MadApe

Twitter:
https://twitter.com/MadApeNFT

Website:

:


https://madape.io

